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Abstract

Nanodiamonds (NDs) are modern high-potential materials relevant for applications in

biomedicine, photocatalysis, and various other fields. Their electronic surface proper-

ties, especially in the liquid phase, are key to their function in the applications, but

we show that they are sensitively modified by their interactions with the environ-

ment. Two important interaction modes are those with oxidative aqueous adsorbates

as well as ND self-aggregation towards the formation of ND clusters. For planar dia-

mond surfaces it is known that the electron density migrates from the diamond

towards oxidative adsorbates, which is known as transfer doping. Here, we quantify

this effect for highly curved NDs of varying sizes (35–147 C atoms) and surface ter-

minations (H, OH, F), focusing on their interactions with the most abundant aqueous

oxidative adsorbates (H3O
+, O2, O3). We prove that the concept of transfer doping

stays valid for the case of the high-curvature NDs and can be tuned via the ND's spe-

cific properties. Secondly, we investigate the electronic structures of clusters of NDs

which are known to form in particular in aqueous dispersions. Upon cluster forma-

tion, we find that the optical gaps of the structures are significantly reduced, which

explains why different experimental values were obtained for the optical gap of the

same structures, and the cluster's LUMO shapes resemble atom-type orbitals, as in

the case of isolated spherical NDs. Our findings have implications for ND applications

as photocatalysts or electronic devices, where the specific electronic properties are

key to the functionality of the ND material.

K E YWORD S
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Diamond-based materials provide very high stability, hardness, bio-

compatibility, and notable electronic properties such as the ability for

negative electron affinity (NEA).1 The discovery of these unique char-

acteristics has led to various applications in science and technology,

i.e., as electronic devices.2–4 In the field of nanomaterials,

nanodiamonds (NDs) are used in catalysis,5,6 biomedicine,7–9 energy

materials10 and many more.1,11–13 For catalysis and biomedicine, the

NDs are usually dispersed in aqueous media, hence, effects of the

condensed environment on the NDs are of high importance for these

fields.

Diamond is usually considered as an inert material due to a very

stable sp3-coordinated carbon core. However, when shrinking its size,

surface effects dominate and electronic interaction of NDs with their

environment can strongly influence their properties, which needs to
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be considered for better anticipation of their properties. In a previous

study, Aranifard and Shojaei investigated the interaction of neutral,

protonated and deprotonated water clusters with the bare and

functionalized ND C35. They reported especially strong hydrophobic

interactions with bare C35 and OH�, and significant rearrangement of

electron density when charged water clusters are in contact with bare

C35.
14 In the present article, we extend the theoretical investigations

by quantifying and explaining the charge migration between NDs and

aqueous oxidative adsorbates for different ND sizes, ND surface ter-

minations and adsorbates. Furthermore, we investigate the electronic

interactions between several cluster-forming diamondoids.

The interaction of bulk diamond surfaces with aqueous adsor-

bates has been extensively researched, especially because hydrogen-

terminated diamond surfaces display unique properties when in con-

tact with ambient water. In 1989, Landstrass and Ravi demonstrated

that hydrogen plasma-treated diamond has a surface conductivity

which is increased by several orders of magnitude as compared to the

untreated substrate.15 This was later corroborated by Shiomi et al.16

In 2007, Chakrapani et al.17 established that this increased surface

conductivity is induced by carrier hole doping: In the presence of air-

equilibrated water, electrons move from the diamond surface into the

liquid phase where they drive the redox reaction O2 + 4H+ + 4

e� ⇌ 2 H2O. When oxygen is purged from the water, no electron flow

occurs. However, if the water pH is lowered, electrons again move

from the H-terminated diamond surface into the acidic water.17 This

effect, now known as transfer doping, has concurrently been studied

in many experimental17–21 and theoretical works,22–29 however, until

now, such investigations are missing for the case of NDs. Especially,

O3 in aqueous solution has been proposed to remove inhomogenei-

ties from the diamond surface and obtain a fully O-functionalized sur-

face.30 To understand this process a better understanding of O3-ND

interaction in water is desirable.

Furthermore, it is known from experiments that NDs tend to form

clusters and self-assembled networks in solution.31,32 Theoretical

work has been conducted on the aggregation behavior32 and stabil-

ity33 of those clusters as well as on the electronic properties of single

isolated NDs,34 but the effects of cluster formation on the NDs' elec-

tronic properties are so far unexplored.

The surface chemistry of diamond can dramatically tune its elec-

tronic properties (electron affinity, work function, reactivity, etc.)

without modifying the bulk material. This effect is amplified with NDs

due to their large surface area, which can be used for many applica-

tions. For example, NDs covered by hydrogen, fluorine or hydroxyl

species will have radically different surface electronic properties.35–38

In this study, we quantify the effect of surface transfer doping for

NDs of different sizes (35–147 carbon atoms) and three surface modi-

fications (H, F, OH). The aqueous oxidative adsorbates include

H2O�H2O, H3O
+�H2O, O2�H2O and O3�H2O, as these are the most

abundant species in water and were already investigated in previous

work on the diamond (100) surface.28 In the second part of the study,

we investigate the impact of cluster formation on the electronic prop-

erties of the smallest NDs, the diamondoids. In the diamondoid series,

the smallest molecule (adamantane) consists of only one cage of

tetrahedrally coordinated carbon atoms terminated by hydrogen. The

higher diamondoids can be built from this structure by subsequentially

adding further diamond cages to the adamantane structure, leading to

diamantane, triamantane, and so on. All of these structures are H-

terminated fragments of the diamond crystal lattice. For these mole-

cules (monomers), experimental data on their electronic structure

(i.e., the optical gap) is available.39–41 With our computations of the

electronic structure of diamandoid clusters, we clarify why different

optical gaps have been obtained from optical absorption experiments

in the gas phase39,40 and from X-ray emission/absorption studies on

diamondoid powders,41 and we investigate the clusters' frontier

orbital shapes.

2 | THEORETICAL METHODS

The structures of aqueous molecular adsorbates on NDs were opti-

mized using the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) general-purpose func-

tional42 and Ahlrich's def2-SVP basis set.43,44 Here, we have resorted

to the simple PBE GGA functional and the small basis set to make the

geometry optimizations of large structures feasible. Subsequently,

single-point calculations were performed on these structures to obtain

precise electronic properties using the hybrid meta-GGA TPSSH func-

tional45,46 and Ahlrich's def2-TZVP basis set. The TPSSH functional

was proven to yield accurate results both for general main group DFT

calculations47 and in particular for the calculation of diamondoids'

electronic properties.48 In the single point calculations, we added an

implicit solvent model (conductor-like polarizable continuum model,

CPCM)49 to simulate the surrounding water shell, and we used the

fractional occupation number weighted electron density (FOD)

method50 to allow for fractional occupation numbers of molecular

orbitals at finite temperatures, according to the effect of electron den-

sity migration under study. Charge migration was quantified by calcu-

lating the total Hirshfeld charges of the molecular adsorbates, which

has previously been applied in similar work.28 We found the same

trends when using Loewdin charge analysis instead. We also found

that different minimum energy geometric arrangements of the adsor-

bates have only minor effects on the quantity of the charge migration.

Therefore, in the cases where several calculations were conducted for

the same system, we report values for one representative structure.

The diamondoid monomer, dimer, and cluster structures were

optimized via TPSSH and Ahlrichs' minimally augmented def2-SVP

basis set. The non-augmented basis set was already used successfully

to calculate the electronic properties of diamondoids,51 however, we

included minimal augmentation to better describe the delocalized,

spread-out lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals (LUMOs) of the clus-

ters.48 Note that the use of augmented basis sets was not feasible for

the larger structures in the first part of the study. It is known that

alone for the adamantane dimer more than 20 local minimum struc-

tures exist within 2 kJ/mol of the putative global minimum,33 how-

ever, slight changes in the structures' geometries did not have a

significant impact on the properties presented herein. The

diamondoids' HOMO-LUMO gap (HLG) values were corrected

924 KIRSCHBAUM ET AL.
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according to the zero-point energy gap renormalizations (ZPR) as cal-

culated by Han et al.52 For the dimers and higher adamantane clus-

ters, no ZPR corrections have been calculated explicitly, but we use

the respective monomer corrections as a proxy instead. We also

tested for possible errors induced by basis set superposition, but

found the deviations to be negligible.

In all calculations, Grimme's third order atom-pairwise dispersion

correction with Becke-Jones (D3BJ) dampening was used.53 For cal-

culations involving TPSSH, the RIJCOSX approximation54 together

with the appropriate auxiliary basis sets55 was employed to speed up

integral calculation. The ORCA program package, version 4.2.1, was

used throughout.56

3 | RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 | Nanodiamonds: electron transfer doping

The effect of transfer doping describes the migration of electronic

charge density from the diamond material towards an aqueous adsor-

bate in the ground state.17 We investigate this phenomenon for the

four most abundant aqueous oxidative adsorbates (H2O�H2O,

H3O
+�H2O, O2�H2O, O3�H2O) on NDs of different sizes (C35H36,

C53H48, C84H64, C147H100) and surface terminations (C84H64,

C84[OH]64 and C84F64). For each series of calculations, one parameter

is varied (adsorbate/ND size/ND surface) while the other two param-

eters are fixed to the default setting C84H64�O2�H2O, respectively.

In Table 1 we report the electron transfer (ET) for the different

adsorbates on the ND C84H64 which has an octahedral shape with

eight facets of (111) surfaces, a typical ND shape.57 The

corresponding structures are shown in Figure 1. No significant effect

is observed for the adsorbed water only, but a charge transfer from

the ND to the adsorbates of 0.21 e (H3O
+�H2O) to 0.51 e (O3�H2O) is

induced once an oxidative adsorbate is present. The magnitudes of ET

correlate with the chemical potentials of the adsorbates which are

both in the order H2O� H2O < H3O
+ < O2 < O3.

28,58 This corroborates

the observation that the electrons move towards the oxidative adsor-

bate to drive the respective redox reaction in the aqueous phase.

When aqueous ozone is used as an oxidizing agent for H-terminated

NDs, the holes that are formed in the NDs upon surface transfer dop-

ing may add to the reactivity of the system and result in faster oxida-

tion reactions.30 The magnitude of charge migration depends on the

electrochemical standard potential of the respective reaction which is

TABLE 1 Electron transfer (ET) from ND C84H64 towards varying
adsorbates, quantified by the transferred Hirshfeld charge in
elemental unit charge e (PBE-D3/SVP geometries, TPSSH-D3/TZVP/
CPCM[water] single point calculations)

ND Adsorbates ET/e

C84H64 H2O�H2O 0.00

C84H64 H3O
+�H2O 0.21

C84H64 O2�H2O 0.44

C84H64 O3�H2O 0.51

F IGURE 1 Structures of the nanodiamond (ND) C84H64 with different adsorbates: (A) H2O�H2O, (B) H3O
+�H2O, (C) O2�H2O, (D) O3�H2O. C

atoms are depicted in black, O atoms in red, H atoms in light gray

TABLE 2 Electron transfer (ET) from NDs of varying sizes
towards O2�H2O, quantified by the transferred Hirshfeld charge in
elemental unit charge e (PBE-D3/SVP geometries, TPSSH-D3/TZVP/
CPCM[water] single point calculations)

ND Adsorbates ET/e

C35H36 O2�H2O 0.30

C53H48 O2�H2O 0.36

C84H64 O2�H2O 0.44

C147H100 O2�H2O 0.51

TABLE 3 Electron transfer (ET) from ND C84X64 (X = H,OH,F) to
O2�H2O, quantified by the transferred Hirshfeld charge in elemental
unit charge e (PBE-D3/SVP geometries, TPSSH-D3/TZVP/CPCM
[water] single point calculations)

ND Adsorbates ET/e

C84H64 O2�H2O 0.44

C84(OH)64 O2�H2O 0.31

C84F64 O2�H2O 0.05

KIRSCHBAUM ET AL. 925
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consistent with earlier reports on transfer doping at bulk diamond.28

We do not attempt to directly compare our results to those obtained

for periodic surfaces, because different theoretical methods were

used in the different studies, but, in general, the amounts of charge

transfer obtained for NDs and the diamond (100) surface with the

same adsorbates are similar in magnitude.28

The electron transfer properties for NDs of different sizes are

shown in Table 2, the corresponding structures are shown in the SI,

Figure S1. The adsorbate is O2�H2O in all calculations, as this is the

most common oxidative species in ambient water. With increasing

ND size, the amount of electron transfer increases from 0.30 e

(C35H36) to 0.51 e (C147H100).

With larger ND sizes, their HOMOs shift to higher energies and the

HLGs decrease. Accordingly, the energy difference between the ND

HOMO and the adsorbate LUMO increases, because the adsorbate's

LUMO is located at a relatively lower energy level. This results in an

increased charge transfer from the ND HOMO to the adsorbate LUMO.

The same effect was also found in previous work: The requirement for

electron transfer is to have the adsorbate LUMO energetically below the

substrate's HOMO (or valence band maximum), and increased charge

transfer can be expected at higher energy differences.26

Table 3 contains the electron transfer properties of C84X64 with

different surface terminations (X = H,F,OH), the respective structures

and are shown in the SI, Figure S2. The amount of transfer doping is

reduced by 30% when going from X = H to X = OH and reaches

almost zero upon F termination. At the same time, the HOMO ener-

gies of the isolated NDs (obtained at the same level of theory) reduce

from �5.39 eV (H) to �6.32 eV (OH) and further to �9.34 eV (F).

Thus, with decreasing ND HOMO energy the amount of electron

transfer to the adsorbate is reduced and finally annulled. While trans-

fer doping in the presence of ozone at hydrogenated NDs may

increase the oxidation rates, F-terminated NDs might be more stable

under oxidizing conditions, because no additional hole doping occurs

that potentially increases the NDs' reactivity. Fluorination of NDs

may thus be an effective route for obtaining particles that are resis-

tant to degradation in humid environment.

Further, we investigated the systems' frontier orbitals. In gen-

eral, the orbitals of the respective system align as can be expected

from the isolated ND's and adsorbates' orbital energies. For single

spherical NDs in vacuum it is known that the LUMO and

LUMOs + n (n = 1, 2, …) are shaped like atomic orbitals (cf., follow-

ing section).34 The same orbital shapes, with slight distortions, are

also found here in the presence of aqueous adsorbates at H-

terminated NDs (not shown). In electron transfer doping, the chem-

ical interaction occurs between the respective ND's HOMO and

adsorbate's LUMO, thus, the LUMOs of the NDs are not involved

and do not change in their shape.

3.2 | Diamondoids: cluster formation

3.2.1 | Electronic structure

The electronic properties of diamondoids and small NDs have been

investigated in numerous theoretical studies.40,51,59–63 Also, experi-

mental results are available which give direct evidence on the elec-

tronic properties, i.e., the optical gaps of these systems.39–41 For

diamondoid optical gap calculations, Han and Bester demonstrated

the necessity of including zero-point energy gap renormalization

(ZPR) corrections to the calculated diamondoid electronic structures

to account for coupling to nuclear vibrations.52 Here, we study the H-

terminated diamondoid molecules, their dimers, and clusters of differ-

ent diamondoids. These structures can be regarded as model systems

for larger high-quality, H-terminated NDs which are used, i.e., in

photocatalysis.

Table 4 summarizes the DFT-calculated HOMO, LUMO and HLG

values of the monomers, the HLGs of the respective dimers, and the

experimental optical gap values from different experiments.39–41 In

the first two experiments (referred to as exp. 139 and exp. 240), optical

absorption measurements are conducted on dilute gaseous species,

while in the third experiment X-ray emission and absorption spectra

are obtained from powders (exp. 3).41 Note that for diamantane and

TABLE 4 Calculated (TPSSH-D3/ma-SVP) and experimental electronic properties of diamondoids: monomer highest occupied molecular
orbital (HOMO) and lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) energies, zero-point energy gap normalization (ZPR), and monomer and dimer
HOMO-LUMO-gap energies (all in eV). The calculated HLGs that are compared with the experimental values are highlighted in bold

Name Sum PG HOMO LUMO ZPR52 HLG

Dimer

HLG

Optical gap

exp. 139
Optical gap

exp. 240
Optical gap

exp. 341

Adamantane C10H16 Td �7.17 �0.03 �0.33 6.81 6.57 6.49 6.55 6.03

Diamantane C14H20 D3d �6.77 �0.08 �0.12 6.57 6.32 6.40 6.47 5.82

Triamantane C18H24 C2v �6.51 �0.18 �0.23 6.10 6.01 6.06 6.10 5.68

[123]Tetramantane C22H28 C2 �6.40 �0.19 �0.20 6.01 5.89 5.95 5.98 5.60–5.65

[121]Tetramantane C22H28 C2h �6.32 �0.20 �0.26 5.86 5.78 6.10 6.15 5.60–5.65

[1(2)3]Tetramantane C22H28 C3v �6.42 �0.23 �0.32 5.87 5.77 5.94 5.96 5.60–5.65

[1(2,3)4]Pentamantane C26H32 Td �6.37 �0.27 �0.27 5.83 5.64 5.81 5.85 5.54

[1212]Pentamantane C26H32 C2v �6.17 �0.20 �0.26 5.71 5.62 5.85 5.90 5.51

[12312]Hexamantane C26H30 D3d �6.21 �0.23 �0.30 5.68 5.56 5.88 5.91 5.54

Note: Point group (PG) and sum formula are given for each molecule.

926 KIRSCHBAUM ET AL.
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[121]tetramantane the DFT-HLGs are not a good approximation of

the optical gap, because here the HOMO-LUMO transitions are

symmetry-forbidden.

Adamantane has the highest optical gap, and the further gap

values decrease with increasing size of the diamondoids according to

the quantum size effect.64 Upon dimer formation, the diamondoids'

HLGs are reduced by 0.08–0.30 eV (0.16 eV on average). Generally,

the ZPR-corrected HLGs of the monomers are in close agreement

with the experimentally determined gaps obtained from diamondoid

molecules in the gas phase (exp. 1 and 2). However, the optical gap

values obtained from exp. 3 are up to 0.65 eV lower than those from

exp. 1 and 2. This can be explained by the fact that exp. 3 used pow-

ders of the respective diamondoids instead of gas-phase molecules,

and the formation of clusters results in a lowering of the respective

gap values.

For larger cluster sizes the gap values further decrease and get

closer to the optical gap values obtained from exp. 3. For example,

our calculations results predict a gap decrease of 0.54 eV when going

from single adamantane to the (adamantane)5 cluster. The gap

reduction originates in the lowering of the LUMO energies while the

HOMO energies decrease only slightly. GW-corrected GGA-DFT cal-

culations65 showed that the gap value of crystalline adamantane is

reduced by 0.6 eV as compared to the isolated molecule which is in

good agreement with our results. The electronic structure changes of

larger diamondoids' clusters are qualitatively the same as for

adamantane.

3.2.2 | Frontier orbital shapes

Diamondoids and small NDs are known to have uniquely shaped fron-

tier orbitals.34,63 Especially, the LUMO and LUMOs + n (n = 1, 2, …)

of spherical NDs resemble atom-type s, p, d, … orbitals. According to

Han et al., these orbital shapes can generally be expected if (i) an

outwards-pointing surface dipole is present, (ii) the system has spheri-

cal symmetry, and (iii) a dielectric mismatch exists between nanoparti-

cle and vacuum.34 In this work we investigate the corresponding

orbitals of the diamondoid clusters to find very similar orbital shapes

as for the single molecules.

Figure 2 shows the structure and contour plots of the HOMO,

LUMO and LUMOs + n of the (adamantane)5 cluster. All frontier MOs

are delocalized over the whole cluster structure. The MOs' shapes are

similar to those of the isolated adamantane molecule,34,63 but

stretched according to the shape of the cluster, clearly resembling

atomic orbitals (LUMO: s, LUMO + (1–3): p, LUMO + (4–8): d,

LUMO + 9: f). The same observation holds for the further diamondoid

dimer and cluster structures: The HOMO, LUMO and LUMOs + n of the

adamantane dimer and the hexamantane dimer are shown in the SI,

Figures S3 and S4, respectively. Even mixed clusters of different

diamondoid molecules have the same orbital characteristics, as we

explicitly observed for the structures adamantane-hexamantane,

triamantane-[1212]pentamantane and diamantane-[123]tetramantane-[1

(2,3)4]pentamantane. The results clearly show that strict spherical sym-

metry of the system, the previous requirement (i),34 is not necessary to

observe these unique LUMO shapes. Instead, aggregates of both Td-

symmetrical and less symmetric diamondoids (e.g., [123]tetramantane,

C2) all show this type of LUMOs. We note here that clusters of rare gas

atoms such as (Ar)4 show the same type of joint LUMOs at this level of

theory.

For the cases of dimers and clusters of identical diamondoids

(non-mixed), also the HOMO and HOMOs � n (n ≥5) are delocalized

among the respective molecules. For the mixed diamondoid aggre-

gates, these orbitals are partly localized at one particular molecule and

partly delocalized over several molecules. This confutes the previous

assumption that no electron delocalization occurs between the differ-

ent molecules of a cluster.33

4 | CONCLUSIONS

We have studied two examples of the effect of a condensed envi-

ronment on the electronic structures of NDs. Firstly, we

F IGURE 2 Structure, HOMO, LUMO and LUMOs + n of the
(adamantane)5 cluster (TPSSH-D3/ma-SVP). Contour surfaces of
orbital amplitudes ±0.005. The orientation of the cluster is fixed in all
frames

KIRSCHBAUM ET AL. 927
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investigated the effect of adding aqueous adsorbates (H2O�H2O,

H3O
+�H2O, O2�H2O, O3�H2O) to small NDs of different sizes (35–

147 C atoms) and surface terminations (H, OH, F). The combined

results clearly prove that the concept of transfer doping remains

valid for the case of nano-sized diamonds. The amount of charge

transfer increases with the adsorbate's chemical potential and with

the relative positioning of the ND's and adsorbate's frontier

orbitals: With higher (lower) ND HOMO energies the effect is

enhanced (decreased), which can be tuned via the ND's size and

surface termination.

Secondly, we investigated changes of the electronic structure of

diamondoids upon formation of dimers and larger clusters. With increas-

ing size of the diamondoid molecules the HOMO energies increase sig-

nificantly while the LUMO energies decrease only slightly. In contrast,

upon cluster formation of adamantane, the system's HOMO energy

increases only marginally and the decrease of the LUMO energies is

more pronounced. In both cases, the optical gaps are reduced in larger

systems. This explains the higher optical gap values that have been

observed for the same diamondoids via measurements in vacuum39,40 as

compared to measurements conducted on powders.41 Furthermore, we

showed that the LUMO + n shapes of diamondoid clusters resemble

atom-like orbitals, proving that electrons are delocalized among the mol-

ecules of a given cluster.

This work demonstrates that NDs should not be considered as

inert particles when put in aqueous dispersions. Depending on their

surface terminations, they strongly interact with oxidative species but

also potentially with other O-containing molecules (proteins, chemical

compounds) which may find applications in biology or catalysis. On

the other hand, the NDs also strongly interact with each other when

H-terminated, which can lead to aggregation but also modifies their

optical properties. This has important implications, e.g., for ND photo-

catalysis, where the size of the ND's optical gap and its HOMO

(or CBM) energy are crucial parameters of the catalytic process.5,6

The precise interactions would require further experimental charac-

terization in the future but should certainly be considered to gain a

full picture of NDs' properties as colloidal solutions.
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